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Abstract: 

This paper addresses the issue of moving object 

tracking from video. Two steps of processing are 

PCA reconstruction for classification the area and 

Optical flow-based tracking of feature points.  

Optimal flow-based tracking algorithm predicts and 

restores the feature of area in the real time object 

tracking. The proposed system is computationally 

more efficient for learning of dynamic object and 

object tracking to shape information. PCA based 

method compare to other methods is powerful 

algorithm in object detection and the Optical flow-

based tracking algorithm could be used for 

decreasing the false point tracking and remove the 

error of the motion tracking in real time system 

tracking. The proposed algorithm tracks a set of 

feature points; during the tracking, feature is 

restored inside the predicted region. One important 

contribution of this work is to provide a restoration 

process for missing feature points, which occurs at 

almost every frame under realistic, noisy 

environment. 

Introduction 

Principal Component Analysis is a popular 

technique for data compressor and has been 

successfully used as an initial step in many 

computer vision tasks, including face 

recognition and object recognition and feature 

extraction. In this paper we are using PCA in 

image reconstruction for extraction and 

classification objects.  We present an object 

tracking system to detect pedestrians in gray 

level images, with assuming the correction and 

restoration system. The system works as 

follows: feature extraction using by PCA 

reconstruction system second tracking the 

Objects using by optimal flow-based tracking 

algorithm. When a new pattern needs to be 

classified we compare the reconstruction made by 

training sets of principal components (PCs). In order 

to improve the performance of the classifier we can 

use the training set of PCA classifier and feature 

point for correction and restoration the information of 

image. Additionally, we show that the performance 

of the system can be improved by combining the 

classifier based on PCA reconstruction with a feature 

points using a Support Vector Machine. By 

definition, PCA looks for the set of PCs that best 

describe the distribution of the data that are being 

analyzed. Therefore, these PCs are going to preserve 

better the information of the images from which PCA 

was performed, or of those that are similar. Thus, if 

we have a set of PCs that were obtained from a set of 

pedestrian images only, these must reconstruct better 

the images of other pedestrians than any other type of 

images, and vice versa, if we have a set of PCs 

obtained from images of anything except pedestrians, 

the reconstruction of the pedestrian images will not 

be as good [1]. in the fig1  we show the 

implementation algorithm of object tracking using by 

feature extraction in this algorithm after classification 

of the image using PCA then extraction of them used 

feature point for correction and up data the feature 

that are tracks.  After detecting moving objects from 

background, we   extract a set of feature points inside 

the object and predict the corresponding feature 

points in the next frame. We keep checking and 

restoring any missing feature points during the 

tracking process. If over 60% of feature points are 

restored, we decided the set of feature points are not 

proper for tracking, and redefine new set of points 

[7]. 
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Fig(1)Propose algorithm  

 

1 Image reconstruction with PCA: 

The formulation of standard PCA is as follows. 

Consider a set of m images, each of size r · c. Each 

image Ii is represented by a column vector  of 

length . The mean object of the set is defined by 

 

C, the covariance matrix, is given by 

 

The principal components are then the eigenvectors 

of C. These eigenvectors can be computed in several 

ways. Perhaps the easiest one is to solve the 

generalized eigenvector problem using the QZ 

algorithm or its variants [1,2].It is also common to 

formulate the problem as that of finding the basis 

vectors that minimize the reconstruction error and 

then solve it using standard least-squares techniques 

In our system we compute these eigenvectors using 

the implementation provided by Matlab, which is 

based on the QZ algorithm [1,2]. 

 

Fig2.Image Reconstruction with deferent sets of 

PCs 

 1.2 Classification using reconstruction 

From this fact we can create a classifier based on 

image reconstruction with PCA, which decides if an 

image belongs or does not belong to the pedestrian 

class. The algorithm to do this classification is the 

following: 

Before doing any classification: 

1. Perform PCA on the set of pedestrian gray level 

images to obtain the projection matrix  and the 

mean  

2. Perform PCA on the set of pedestrian edge images 

to obtain the projection matrix and the mean . 
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3. Perform PCA on the set of non-pedestrian gray 

level images to obtain the projection matrix  and 

the mean . 

4. Perform PCA on the set of non-pedestrian edge 

images to obtain the projection matrix Pen and the 

mean .[1] 

 

1.3  feature extraction using by  clustered 

If a window is identified correctly as a pedestrian, 

then it is very likely that there are no pedestrians 

either above or below it, and if there are pedestrians 

beside it, they cannot be too overlapped. This 

heuristic allows us to eliminate nearby detections. 

With this purpose, we define a region around a 

detection which we are going to use to eliminate any 

detection whose centroid is inside this region. The 

size of the region was defined empirically as 1.4 

times the detection height upwards and downwards 

from the centroid and between 0.5 and 0.75 times the 

detection width towards each side of the centroid. We 

know that when we have multiple detections we must 

choose only one to keep, but how do we make this 

decision A reasonable way to choose is to maintain 

the grouped detection composed by the most original 

detections; nevertheless, we observe that usually the 

biggest detections were the correct ones, due to the 

fact that arms, legs and head are often confused with 

pedestrians, so when we need to decide among a set 

of detections that are in the same region, we must 

consider the number of times that they have been 

detected originally as well as the size of the detected 

regions. To achieve this, the detections that compose 

a grouped detection are weighted by their height, then 

the grouped detection with the greatest Preference, 

according to the following formula is chosen [1]. 

Preference =Detections .Weight (height) 

where Detections is the number of original detections 

that compose the grouped detection that we are 

evaluating and Weight is a function that determines 

the value that each detection has, according to the 

height of the grouped detection, and is given by the 

formula: Weight(height)=(height- 50)(height-50) 

There are very few cases where this heuristic does 

not work, and thus it allows to eliminate many false 

detections when the classifier confuses the arms, the 

legs, or some  other object with a pedestrian[1] 

 

fig3.False detection rate 

Fig. 3. ROC curves comparing the performance of 

our classifiers versus the best reported in the 

literature. The detection rate is plotted against the 

false detection rate measure on logarithmic scale.

 

Fig4.object classification algorithm 

2 Optical flow-based tracking of feature 

points  

Optical flow is approximated with the displacement 

of features between two consecutive frames . It is 
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interesting to see how such an approximation is good 

for motion generated by hand held cameras and when 

otherwise it does lead to serious errors. 

2.1 Motion-based object detection 

For the detection of an object from background, we 

use optical flow as an initial clue. The fundamental 

condition of optical flow is that intensity of a point 

on the object does not change during the sufficiently 

small duration. Let represent the 

distribution of intensity in a continuous frame, the 

optical flow condition can be defined as[8,9,7] 

  (1) 

By applying the chain rule to (1), we have that[2,1] 

     (2) 

Where   and   

From (2), we can evaluate optical flow as  

+  

=0      (3) 

Where  ,

  

And <0.0> denotes vector inner product[13]. Optical 

flow that satisfies the constraint in (3) is prone to 

noise because the difference approximation between 

adjacent pixels is used for evaluating derivatives. To 

reduce noise amplification,Horn–Schunk’s and 

Lukas–Kanade’s methods are widely used in the 

literature[10,11,7]. Error from the optical flow 

constraint can be measured as   

E=  

Where R represents a neighboring region [8].In 

minimizing (4), we ignore trivial motion vectors so as 

to reduce error as long as making  noise[7].In order to 

separate a moving object and noise in low-gradient 

conditions, we used the following measure, which is 

called the normalized difference: 

=  

 The total number of pixels in R. If the normalized 

difference is smaller than a pre-specified threshold 

denoted by ,the corresponding region is considered 

to be noise. As a result, the region of moving objects 

can be extracted, and the corresponding region is then 

labeled based on motion direction [8]. 

2.2 Feature point extraction 

After detection of an object from background, we 

extract a set of feature points inside the object by 

using the BOUOGUT tracking algorithm [12,13]. 

Due to the nature of motion estimation, motion-based 

object detection algorithms usually extract the object 

slightly larger than the real size of the object, which 

results in false extraction of feature points outside the 

object Let the position of a feature point at frame t be 

 , where I represents the index of feature points and 

=[ These outside feature points are removed 

by considering the distance between feature points 

given as 

=   

Where d= )  

t represents the index of frames, and i the index of 

feature points. Heredi represents the sum of distance 

betweent th frame and t+1st frame with respect to I th 

feature point. In general, the moving distance of a 

feature point in the background (outside object) is 

further less than that of a feature point in the tracked 

object[7]in the fig 1 we present the effect of t amount 

in the propose algorithm. 

 2.3 Feature point prediction and correction 

Sometimes, a tracking algorithm may fail to track a 

proper feature point in the next frame. A feature point 

is defined as untracked when an error value within 

small window is over a pre-defined threshold. 

Specifically, a threshold value is determined by 

distance between average vectors predicted by a 

spatio-temporal prediction. After the spatio-temporal 

prediction, reinvestigation is performed. Then, both 

tracked and untracked feature points are updated in a 

list. In many real-time, continuous video tracking 

applications, a feature-based tracking algorithm fails 
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due to the following reasons: (i) self or partial 

occlusions of an object and (ii) feature points on or 

outside the boundary of the object, which are affected 

by changing back-ground. In order to deal with the 

tracking failure, we should correct the erroneously 

predicted feature points by using the location of the 

previous feature points and inter-pixel relationship 

between the predicted points. A temporal prediction 

is suitable for deformable objects while a spatial 

prediction is good for non-deformable objects. Both 

temporal and spatial prediction results can also be 

combined with proper weights. Although users can 

control the value of the number of frames, K, the 

value of 7 was used for all test sequences. The larger 

the value of Kis, the better the performance of the 

algorithm is. Because of trade-off between processing 

time and accuracy, the value around 7 was found to 

be reasonable for temporal prediction[7].

 

Fig5:(a) feature model  (b) relocation (c) result of 

feature reconstruction 

Conclusion: 

This method is suitable for dynamic background. The 

experimental results have shown that the proposed 

method has successfully tracked moving objects in 

most cases. Applying the PCA reconstruction 

algorithm caused better realization of information 

related to the interest area by using both intensity and 

edge image. 
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